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1) Principle of division of work

The work is divided into different parts

Such as

Technical Financial Commercial Security operation Accounting and managerial

It is assigned to employees

As per their

Qualities & Capabilities

It helps in improving

Efficiency & Expertise

Of employees

2) principle of authority and responsibility

Managers should have proper

Authority

To take managerial decision
& Responsibility

To complete the job in time.

Authority is the

Right to take decision

Authority always

Come with responsibility

Principles of management 

I
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3) Principle of Discipline

Discipline is the most essential thing 

In the organisation.

Employees must

Obey and respect 

the rules that govern the organisation 

Discipline helps to 
achieve the goals

Good discipline is the result of

Effective leadership

4) Principle of unity of command

Each member of organisation

Should receive

Orders from only one superior

This principle helps in

Managing 
conflicts

Solving 
disputes

Among people in organisation

&

It also helps in

Avoiding confusion

If an employee receives command 
from more than one authority

He will get 
confused

Will not be able to 
take decision&

About whose orders should be followed

5) Principle of unity of direction

This principle states 
that there should be

 one head and one 
plan in every 
organisation

Each group in the 
organisation should have

 Same objective

The group should be directed by

 one manager using single plan.
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6) Principle of Remuneration:

The fair remuneration affects onThis principle states that the

Employees in the organisation

Must be paid fair remuneration

to keep them 

Satisfied 
financially

to retain them

For long span of time

Remuneration can be

Monetary Or Non-monetarythe productivity Efficiency level in 
total

&

&

7) Principle of Order:

This principle is based on 'A place for everything and everything in its place'.

Human resources and materials should be in the right place at the right time for maximum efficiency.

The principle focuses on the proper utilization of physical and human resources.


